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2 GEAR MIXING DRILL FOR UP TO 90L WITH LEFT STIRRING ROD

MX1600 575820 BY FESTOOL

Thick clouds of dust when stirring are a thing of the past.

With the MX stirrers along with the MX dust extraction, which

is simply clipped onto the edge of the bucket, you can mix

any material in future almost without any dust whatsoever.

This not only benefits your lungs, but your back as well.

Thanks to the flexible ErgoFix height adjustment, you will

work upright and spare your back in the process. The

powerful motors combined with the sturdy transmission

ensure maximum traction and a long service life. If you take

a break, the non-slip rubber corners hold the stirrer on the

wall. And when the work is done, you'll not only find that the

stirrers are quickly and easily cleaned, ready for transport

â€“ but your construction site is clean, too. Main

applications:-

2-speed stirrer for mixing applications up to 90 l.

Ideal for mixing concrete, screed, mortar, plaster and larger

quantities of liquid materials

1st gear with maximum power is ideal for continuous

applications and heavy materials

High speeds in 2nd gear are ideal for liquid material

Effective extraction as soon as material is poured in

The MX extraction system is simply clamped onto the edge of

the mixing bucket so that the dust disappears into the

extractor from the moment the mixing material is poured in.

You no longer have to battle with clouds of dust while stirring.

SKU Option Part # Price

5010171 575820 $1199

Model

Type Mixing Drill

SKU 5010171

Part Number 575820

Barcode 4014549343562

Brand Festool

Technical - Main

Power Source Corded

Collar Diameter 57mm

Mixing Volume Up to 90L

Motor Speed - No Load 320 - 650 minâ�»Â¹ (2nd Gear)

Paddle Diameter 120mm

Dimensions

Product Weight (Net Weight) 6.7 kg

Features

Standard Inclusions 1 x MX1600/2 Stirrer

Workshop (Site) Info

Power Supply Cord 0 mm

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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And after your work is done, the construction site is as clean

as before, saving you valuable time.

Ergonomic â€“ mix while protecting your back

Simply adapt the stirrer to your height using the patented

ErgoFix height adjustment Mix in a natural upright working

position for relaxed and effortless working.

Extremely sturdy design

From heavy contamination to hard impacts or collisions, the

MX stirrers can withstand the toughest of conditions thanks

to the drive with its long service life, the solid tubular steel

frame, the switch guard and the rubber edges.

Strong and durable

The powerful 1020 W motor with power electronics ensures

constant power when mixing. The combination with the high-

torque transmission ensures a long service life â€“ even with

the toughest continuous use.

Controlled power thanks to the variable speed trigger and

speed control

The easy-to-use variable speed trigger is fitted with a rubber

cap to protect it from dirt. The tool delivers controlled

powerThe easy-to-use variable speed trigger is fitted with a

rubber cap to protect it from dirt. The tool delivers controlled

power and increases speed gradually to prevent material

from spraying out during start-up. The separate speed

adjusting wheel can be used to set the appropriate speed

level for every mixing application. and increases speed

gradually to prevent material from spraying out during start-

up. The separate speed adjusting wheel can be u

Lightning-quick changes without using tools

The FastFix quick-change system allows the machine and

stirrer basket to be separated without the use of tools and

enables rapid replacement of the stirrer basket, as well as

simple cleaning and space-saving transportation.

All within easy reach

Extremely ergonomic parallel handles ensure easy and

comfortable machine guidance. Thanks to the rubber coating,

you always have a firm grip on the stirrer.

Slip-proof shock absorber

Hard-wearing rubber corners provide effective protection

against damage and prevent the machine from slipping.

One for all

The ErgoFix adapter has a classic M14 tool holder so that all

current stirrer baskets can be used. In addition, it is designed

for the entire service life of the stirrer thanks to its special

coating.

MMC Digital Electronics

Processor controlled "Multi Material Control" power

electronics provide adjustable and constant speeds as well as

temperature monitoring for work on all types of material.

FastFix

Makes changing accessories or consumables for routing,

sawing, planing, sanding, drilling and screwdriving tools

easier.

ErgoFix Adapter

For holding a M14 stirring rod.

Use with stirring rods up to 120mm diameter
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